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 INTRODUCTION  
 
Rowing ACT is committed to communicating openly with our members to provide them with information 
regarding safety, events and other relevant communications. These communications can come in many 
forms, including email, posts on the Rowing ACT website and through social media.  
 
The purpose of this document is to outline how Rowing ACT will make use of the various communication 
methods, the responsibility of Rowing ACT staff, clubs and volunteers in creating and sharing of 
information.  
 
Currently, Rowing ACT’s official methods of communication and social media channels are: 
       Email & E-News (through Mailchimp) 

Facebook  (www.facebook.com/rowingact) 
Instagram (@actrowing) 
YouTube (RowingACT) 
Twitter (@rowingact) 
LinkedIn (Rowing ACT) 

 
This list is current at the time of this policy being published and is subject to change. More information on 
the use of Rowing ACT social media channels can be found in Appendix A.  
 

 CORE POLICY  
 
Rowing ACT’s communication shall be consistent with the following core values:  
 

 Integrity: Rowing ACT will not knowingly communicate incorrect, defamatory, misleading or 
harassing content about its own work, the work of other organisations, or individuals. Rowing ACT will 
not knowingly communicate, or allow to be communicated, material that is discriminatory or material 
that vilifies, ridicules, or is likely to promote hatred against, any person or group on the basis of age, 
politics, religion, ethnicity, gender, sexuality or marital status.  The Rowing ACT brand must not be used 
to endorse or promote any product, opinion, cause or political candidate. In addition, it will post in 
accordance with the organisation's Copyright and Privacy policies.  
 
 Professionalism: Rowing ACT’s communications represents the organisation as a whole and should 
seek to maintain a professional and uniform tone.  When using the Internet for professional or personal 
pursuits, the organisation’s members, affiliates and sponsor brands must be respected to ensure 
intellectual property is not compromised, except where such use can be considered incidental – (where 
incidental is taken to mean ‘happening in subordinate conjunction with something else’).  

 
 Information Sharing: Rowing ACT encourages the sharing and reposting of online information that 
is relevant, appropriate to its aims, and of interest to its members.   

 
 Confidentiality: Information that is confidential or in any way sensitive to Rowing ACT, 
its members, affiliates, partners or sponsors, must not be published or commented on in any way that 
may breach that confidentiality.  
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 POLICIES 
 
Communication to Clubs: 
 
Clubs, and their nominated representatives, will be the first point of contact by Rowing ACT for all 
communication matters, provided that it is not a time sensitive issue. Where possible, Rowing ACT will 
discuss relevant issues or changes in policy, events or other matters with club executives before publicly 
announcing the information. However, at the board’s discretion information may be communicated directly 
to the membership base without consultation with club executives. 
 
Where information is provided directly to the clubs that is relevant to its membership, it is expected that 
clubs will share this information with their members in a timely fashion. A particular priority should be 
placed on the communication of safety issues. Rowing ACT will ensure all safety information is published on 
the Rowing ACT website; however, it is expected that clubs will pass on any relevant information when 
communicated via email directly to clubs.  
 
To maintain safety standards in the ACT, it is also expected that clubs also communicate with Rowing ACT 
any time there is a safety incident involving rowers. This can be done through the Incident Reporting form 
on the Rowing ACT website. 
 
Rowing ACT uses email forwarders to ensure that all relevant club representatives receive all 
communications. This email forwarder will be reviewed annually to ensure that the list of recipients is kept 
up to date and can also be updated by request from a club. 
 
Communication to Members: 
 
While Rowing ACT reserves the right to contact members directly, this will be kept to a minimum with the 
monthly E-News and emails for special events or safety announcements. All other communications will be 
directed to the clubs.  
 
Members are also able to access Rowing ACT communications through the Rowing ACT website and social 
media pages.  
 
Communication at Events: 
 
During events, Rowing ACT may use other forms of communication than they usually would to ensure that 
information is received as quickly as possible to maintain the safety and smooth running of the event. Such 
measures include texting nominated club representatives and using Teamapp. Any one is able to sign up to 
the Rowing ACT team on Teamapp, including parents, coaches and athletes, to be able to receive 
notifications relevant to the events in which they are participating.  
 
Privacy: 
 
All efforts will be made by Rowing ACT to keep the information of its members private, inline with the 
Rowing Australia Privacy Policy and Member Protection Policy.  
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  APPENDIX A: SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY 
 
Social media such as Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, YouTube and blogging represent a growing form of 
communication for not-for-profit organisations, allowing them to engage with their members and the wider 
public more easily than ever before. Rowing ACT recognises the benefits of social media as an important 
tool of engagement.    
 
However, it is also an area in which rules and boundaries are constantly being tested. This policy acts to 
maximise our social media reach while protecting our public reputation.   
 
All people bound by this policy are expected to utilise social media platforms in a positive and respectful 
manner with the broad aim of promoting rowing within the ACT community.  In particular, Rowing ACT 
does not accept inappropriate social media engagement, including but not limited to: 

 Using discriminatory, defamatory, abusive or otherwise objectionable language in content; 
 Any posts that breach Rowing ACT commercial agreements; 
 Accessing, downloading or transmitting hateful or offensive language; 
 Breaching the privacy of a person; and 
 Transmitting any kind of sexually explicit or violent images. 

 
The e-safety commissioner has useful links and information for sporting clubs online presence at the link 
below: 
https://www.esafety.gov.au/key-issues/tailored-advice/sporting-organisations-community-groups 
 
 
 

A. PURPOSE  
This policy covers all forms of online presence and social media, including but not limited to:  

 Maintaining the Rowing ACT website; 
 Maintaining a profile page on social or business networking sites; 
 Content sharing including Flicker (photo) and YouTube (video); 
 Commenting on blogs for personal or business reasons; 
 Leaving product or service reviews on retailer sites, or customer review sites; 
 Taking part in conversations on public and private web forums (message boards); 
 Editing a Wikipedia page. 

  
Rowing ACT seeks to encourage information and link sharing amongst its membership, officials and 
volunteers, and seeks to utilise the expertise within these groups in generating appropriate social media 
content.   
 
When someone clearly identifies with Rowing ACT and discusses their involvement in this type of forum, 
they are expected to behave and express themselves appropriately and in ways that are consistent with 
Rowing ACT’s values and policies. At the same time, social media posts should be in keeping with the image 
that Rowing ACT wishes to present to the public, and posts made through its social media channels should 
be positive, respectful and professional in every respect. Paragraph B.2 contains further guidelines for 
social media posts.  
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This policy aims to provide some guiding principles to follow when using social media.  It does not apply to 
personal use of social media platforms by members or officials where no reference to Rowing ACT or 
related issues have been made.  The intent of this policy is to include anything posted online where 
information is shared that might affect members, colleagues, clients, sponsors or Rowing ACT as an 
organisation.  
 
Due to the fast-moving nature of social media and the constant development of new social media 
programs, it is important that this policy and its procedures be reviewed at regular intervals.  
 
 
 
 

B. ROWING ACT STAFF 
 
B.1 Responsibilities  
The Board shall empower the Executive Officer to co-ordinate Rowing ACT’s social media management.   
The Executive Officer will oversee expansion of social media and help to develop the Social Media Strategy 
in line with the organisation's communications strategy.  
 
Officials and volunteers may, from time to time and where appropriate, post on behalf of Rowing ACT using 
the organisation’s online social media profiles. This is to be done only with the express knowledge and 
authorisation of the Executive Officer.  
 
The Executive Officer has ultimate responsibility for:  

 Ensuring that all posts are in keeping with Rowing ACT’s core Social Media Policy.   
 Ensuring appropriate and timely action is taken to correct or remove inappropriate 

posts (including defamatory and/or illegal content) and in minimising the risk of a repeat incident.  
 Ensuring that appropriate and timely action is taken in repairing relations with any persons or 

organisations offended by an inappropriate post.  
 Moderating and monitoring public response to social media, such as blog comments and Facebook 

replies, to ensure that trolling and spamming does not occur, to remove offensive or inappropriate 
replies, or caution offensive posters, and to reply to any further requests for information 
generated by the post topic.  

 
It is important to maintain the balance between encouraging discussion and information sharing and 
maintaining a professional and appropriate online presence.  
 
 Delegation  
Social media is often a 24/7 occupation. As such, such responsibilities as outlined above may be delegated 
by the Board or Executive Officer to another appropriate official, member or volunteer.   
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B.2 Processes  
 
Posting to social media  
 
Before social media posts are made, volunteers and officials should ask themselves the following 
questions:  

 Is the information I am posting, or reposting, likely to be of interest to Rowing ACT’s members and 
stakeholders?  

 Is the information in keeping with the interests of the organisation and its constituted aims and 
core policy?  

 Could the post be construed as an attack on another individual, organisation or project?  
 Would Rowing ACT’s stakeholders be happy to read the post?  
 If there is a link attached to the post, does the link work, and have I read the information it links to 

and judged it to be an appropriate source? Posts must not contain, nor link to, pornographic or 
indecent content.  

 If reposting information, is the original poster an individual or organisation that Rowing ACT would 
be happy to associate itself with?   

 Is the tone and the content of the post in keeping with other posts made by Rowing ACT? Does it 
maintain the organisation’s overall tone?  

 Has appropriate permission been obtained for the use of logos or images owned by others?  
 Does the content published or used respect the copyright of third parties?  

  
Where there is uncertainty in regard to the suitability of post content, input should be sought from the 
Executive Officer, or in the case of a proposed post by the Executive Officer, a Director of the Board.  
  
 
 Damage limitation  
 
In the event of a damaging or misleading post being made, the Executive Officer should be notified as soon 
as possible, and the following actions should occur:  

 The offending post should be removed.  
 Where necessary an apology should be issued, either publicly or to the individual or organisation 

involved.  The issue of an apology must always be discussed with Rowing ACT President or Vice 
President prior to issue.  

 The origin of the offending post should be explored, and steps taken to prevent a similar incident 
occurring in the future.  
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Moderating social media  
 
The reputation of Rowing ACT is first and foremost, and this involves maintaining a safe and friendly 
environment for its members.  
 
From time to time, social media forums may be hijacked by spammers or attract people who attack other 
posters or the organisation aggressively. In order to maintain a respectful environment for everybody, 
these posts need to be moderated.  
 
While Rowing ACT respects the principles of freedom of speech, the social media moderator reserves the 
right to remove posts from social media pages which contain:   

 Excessive or inappropriate use of swearing;  
 Repetitive advertisements; or  
 Topics which fall outside the realms of interest to members and stakeholders, and which do not 

appear to be within the context of a legitimate discussion.  
 

If a post appears only once:  
 Remove the post as soon as possible  
 If possible/appropriate, contact the poster privately to explain why you have removed the post 

and highlighting Rowing ACT’s posting guidelines.  
 
If a poster continues to post inappropriate content, or if the post can be considered spam:  

 Remove the post as soon as possible  
 Ban or block the poster to prevent them from posting again.  

 
Serial online issues may be reported to the e-safety commissioner (https://www.esafety.gov.au/). 
 
Banning and blocking should be used as a last resort only, and only when it is clear that the poster intends 
to continue to contribute inappropriate content. However, if that is the case, action must be taken swiftly 
to maintain the welfare of other social media users.   
 
The decision to block, ban and remove posts ultimately lies with the Rowing ACT Board, but may be 
delegated to a Director or Directors and/or the Executive Officer.  
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Maintaining Security on Social Media 
 
At all times, maintaining the security of Rowing ACT’s social media, and hence overall online presence, 
should be a priority of the Executive Officer. This includes keeping secure records of account log in details 
and limiting access to these records to people authorised to access Rowing ACT’s social media platforms. 
 
If at any stage it looks as though the security of any of the social media platforms has been compromised, 
immediate action should be taken to take control of the platform and the incident should be reported 
directly to the Rowing ACT board.  
 
The e-safety web page contains useful resources and information for clubs and individuals wishing to 
maintain and promote cyber security. 
 
https://www.esafety.gov.au/key-issues/tailored-advice/sporting-organisations-community-groups) 
 
 

B.3 Social Media for Personal Purposes 
 
Rowing ACT acknowledges that staff hold their own social media accounts, and it is their choice how these 
accounts are used. We encourage staff to engage in social media to share their rowing experiences and 
contribute to the online rowing community.  
 
However, where this social media relates to rowing, there are guidelines which should be followed: 

 Always refer to Rowing ACT, their employees, coaches, athletes or volunteers in a respectful and 
professional manner.  

 Uphold the core policy outlined in section B.  
 You should not represent any of your own views as being the views of Rowing ACT unless you are 

sharing a post that Rowing ACT has made or have previously confirmed the post with other Rowing 
ACT staff, who have approved it.  

 Ensure your online presence and behaviour supports the policies endorsed by Rowing ACT, 
including the policies regarding discrimination, harassment, and bullying.  
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C. ROWING ACT VOLUNTEERS 
 
Control of Rowing ACT social media may on some occasions be delegated to a volunteer. The extent of 
control given, and the purpose of the volunteer’s role will be clearly defined by a RACT staff or board 
member prior to them taking on the role.  
 
Volunteers involved with overseeing Rowing ACT social media should ensure: 
 Their role, responsibilities and remit are clearly articulated by a Rowing ACT Board Member prior to 

assuming their duties; 
 Security of Rowing ACT social media account details are maintained at all times; and 
 The intent of this policy is met at all times.  

 
If a volunteer feels that a situation has arisen on social media which required mediation, they should not 
respond and instead immediately notify the Executive Officer who will handle the situation.  
 
At all times, volunteers are expected to uphold the overall purpose and core policy of the Rowing ACT 
Communications Policy.  
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D. Athletes 
 
The scope of athletes covered by this policy incorporates any athlete who has been selected or supported 
to represent the ACT at some level. This includes: 

 Athletes selected in the High Performance Program 
 Athletes selected for the ACT Interstate Teams 
 Athletes selected for the National Team or National Training Centres who have their home state as 

the ACT.  
 
Rowing ACT acknowledges that these athletes hold their own social media accounts, and it is their choice 
how these accounts are used. We encourage athletes to engage in social media to share their rowing 
experiences and contribute to the online rowing community.  
 
However, where this social media relates to rowing, there are guidelines which should be followed: 

 Always refer to Rowing ACT, their employees, coaches, athletes or volunteers in a respectful and 
professional manner. .  

 Uphold the core policy outlined in Rowing ACT Communications Policy.   
 You should not represent any of your own views as being the views of Rowing ACT unless you are 

sharing a post that Rowing ACT has made or have previously confirmed the post with Rowing ACT 
staff, who have approved it.  

 Ensure your online presence and behaviour supports the policies endorsed by Rowing ACT, 
including the policies regarding discrimination, harassment and bullying.  

 
At times, athletes will be expected to contribute content for Rowing ACT to use in their social media. It is 
expected that athletes will comply with these requests, unless a specific arrangement has been made with 
Rowing ACT.  
 
If at any time an athlete is given control of any of Rowing ACT’s social media platforms, it is expected they 
will follow the policy outlined for volunteers. 
 
 

E. Members 
 

All members of Rowing ACT are bound under the Member Protection Policy to provide a positive and 
supportive environment. This includes using online platforms.  

Rowing ACT will not tolerate abusive, discriminatory, intimidating or offensive statements being made 
online, whether this is made publicly, sent to Rowing ACT or directly to individuals. Anyone who believes 
they have been bullied should follow the complaints procedure outlined in Attachment D1: Complaints 
Procedure, of the Member Protection Policy. 
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F. Cyberbullying 
 

Rowing ACT in no way condones any use of any online platform to harass or abuse anyone. It is expected 
that all people bound by this policy will conduct themselves appropriately when using social media or other 
online platforms. As outlined in the Rowing Australia Member Protection Policy, inappropriate behaviour 
that could be considered as bullying includes, but is not limited to: 

- Abusive messaging, including swearing, teasing, making belittling remarks or persistent 
unjustified criticism; 

- Excluding or isolating a group or person; 
- Spreading malicious rumours; 
- Psychological harassment such as intimidation.  

Acts of cyber bullying can be one off or continuous.  

If you are uncertain about whether something could be considered as cyberbullying, or are uncertain as 
how to proceed, you can contact the Rowing ACT Member Protection Information Officer at 
mpio@rowingact.org.au to receive confidential advice.  

If any member believes that they are a victim of online harassment or cyber bullying, we encourage them 
to reach out either to the Rowing ACT President or to Rowing Australia using the complaints procedure 
outlined in Attachment D1 of the Rowing Australia Member Protection Policy.  

Further information on preventing and reporting cyber bullying is available through the e-safety 
commissioner at the following link: https://www.esafety.gov.au/key-issues/cyberbullying 

 

G. Breach of Policy 
 

We strongly encourage individuals to resolve disputes offline where possible. However, where there are 
clear breaches of policy, these should be reported directly to the Rowing ACT president at 
president@rowingact.org.au .  

Breaches of Policy will be dealt with according to the relevant sections of the Member Protection Policy.  


